The Global Master of Arts Program (GMAP) cordially invites you to visit us at our international residency session in **Malta:**

**January 3–15, 2017**

A residency visit includes an individual informational meeting with the GMAP admissions team and the opportunity to observe one of the following courses:

- **Foreign Policy Leadership** – Dean Deborah Winslow Nutter
- **International Business and Economic Law** – Professor Joel Trachtman
- **International Macroeconomics** – Professor Lawrence Krohn
- **Security Studies** – Professors Richard Shultz and Robert Pfaltzgraff
- **Transnational Social Issues: Environment** – Professors Charles Chester and William Moomaw
- **Transnational Social Issues: Humanitarian Aid** – Professor Daniel Maxwell

Sample the GMAP experience and meet with students, faculty, and administrators!

Residency Location:
**Corinthia Palace Hotel & Spa**
De Paule Avenue
San Anton BZN9023

Please contact GMAP Admissions at fletcher-gmap@tufts.edu or +1 617.627.2429 to schedule your residency visit or for more details.

Global Master of Arts Program

An intensive, one-year master’s degree program in international affairs, GMAP brings together distinguished mid- and senior-level leaders to examine issues at the intersection of business, law, diplomacy, finance, development, and geopolitics. The GMAP hybrid learning format offers the ability to pursue a graduate degree program without career interruption or relocation.

Previous residency locations include:
- Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
- Avila, Spain
- Berlin, Germany
- Brussels, Belgium
- Budapest, Hungary
- Buenos Aires, Argentina
- Hanoi, Vietnam
- Lisbon, Portugal
- Mexico City, Mexico
- Nicosia, Cyprus
- Ottawa, Canada
- Rome, Italy
- San Jose, Costa Rica
- Singapore
- The Hague, The Netherlands
- Tallinn, Estonia